The text is essentially a book on Bayesian methodology with examples taken from population ecology. In this respect it serves as a solid introduction to Bayesian modeling. The book also incorporates instruction on the use of both R and WinBUGS for constructing and executing Bayesian models. Three appendices come with the text: A, a description of the major probability distributions employed in Bayesian models; B, a tutorial on R, specifically on developing Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) and reversible jump MCMC (RJMCMC) functions. A step-by-step approach to modeling provides the reader with excellent schemata of how to model their own data. Finally, Appendix C is a tutorial on programming with WinBUGS, with an emphasis of calling WinBUGS from within R. Both tutorials are very well done.
population ecology from understanding the explanation of the statistical principles being discussed.
I recommend the book for a graduate level course on Bayesian modeling, as well as any course related to the Bayesian modeling of population ecological data. The reader is not expected to have a prior knowledge of Bayesian modleing, nor is there an assumption that readers are familar with R or WinBUGS. Only a well-rounded knowledge of classical linear statistical modeling is required.
